
 
 

 

July 29, 2015 

 

Honorable U.S. Senator M. Michael Rounds 

Honorable U.S. Senator John Thune 

502 Hart Senate Office Building 

Washington, DC  20510 

Via Electronic Mail c/o:  Chris_Lucas@rounds.senate.gov 

Jessica_McBride@thune.senate.gov 

Dear Senators Rounds and Thune: 

 

Thank you for your letter dated July 20, 2015 to Anthony Aaron, Chairman of the Board of 

Trustees of The Appraisal Foundation.  Mr. Aaron asked I respond on his behalf as Chair of the 

Appraiser Qualifications Board (AQB) of The Appraisal Foundation (TAF). 

 

We wholeheartedly agree that real estate appraisers play a significant role in the housing market, 

and are pleased to see such recognition in Congress. 

 

Unfortunately, the statistics in your correspondence provided by the Appraisal Institute are 

somewhat misleading.  While it is true that there has been a decline in the number of state-

credentialed appraisers over the last several years, it is important to recognize that the appraiser 

population closely tracks the volume of mortgage originations and can fluctuate accordingly.  

Therefore, although there has been a decline since the mortgage origination peak in 2007, the 

following chart provided by the Appraisal Subcommittee reflects an overall increase of about 

10,000 appraiser credentials over the last 20 years: 
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Further, the South Dakota Appraiser Certification Program reports the number of appraisers in 

your home state has actually increased since 2007.  A sampling of the number of active credentials 

since 2002 shows an increase of over 40% as follows: 

 

January 2002: 281 

January 2007: 361 

January 2012: 363 

January 2015: 398 

 

It is true that the real estate appraiser population is generally more “mature” than some other 

professions.  However, a large percentage of the appraiser population being over 50 years old is a 

longstanding characteristic of the profession.  Nevertheless, the AQB recognizes the need to try 

and attract younger individuals into the field of appraising.  One effort the Board has made along 

these lines was the implementation of a college degree review program.  Since 2012, the AQB has 

approached accredited colleges and universities and offered, at no cost to the schools, a review of 

their real estate degree programs in an effort to facilitate graduates considering an appraiser 

credential an easier path to do so.  Using the AQB’s analyses, state appraiser regulatory agencies 

are able to quickly and easily determine whether a candidate has met the necessary education 

requirements for an appraiser credential. 

 

Regarding the seven specific issues raised in your letter: 

 

1. The AQB is authorized by Congress to establish the minimum education, experience, and 

examination requirements for a real estate appraiser credential.  Each of these three 

segments of the Real Property Appraiser Qualification Criteria (Criteria) are always 

considered as part of the overall requirements to obtain a credential. 

 

As of January 1, 2015, individuals seeking a Certified Residential or Certified General 

appraiser credential must possess a Bachelor’s Degree or higher.  This is an evolution of a 

prior requirement that went into effect on January 1, 2008 (adopted in February 2004), 

requiring individuals to either possess such a degree, or have completed a minimum 

number of hours of college-level education in specified topics. 

 

The AQB reviews the Criteria every five to seven years to determine whether the 

qualifications to become an appraiser continue to serve public trust and correspond with the 

needs of the marketplace.  When conducting such evaluations, the AQB surveys the 

constituents and conducts public hearings to gather input on what changes should be made 

to appraiser qualifications.  Based on input received, the AQB prepares drafts of proposed 

revisions to solicit public comment.  After multiple rounds of proposals and comments 

received, the AQB will adopt appropriate changes to become effective years in the future, 

allowing state appraiser regulatory agencies adequate time to implement the upcoming 

changes, and allowing candidates (or potential candidates) for an appraiser credential 

adequate time to satisfy any qualification criteria they may be lacking. 

 

Since a public hearing in 2001, the AQB has heard consistently and repeatedly that in order 

for appraising to truly be considered a profession, a cornerstone is the requirement for 
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appraisers to possess a college degree.  As one example, at an AQB public hearing in 

Minneapolis on June 25, 2010, then-President of the Appraisal Institute offered the 

following written testimony regarding appraiser qualifications: 
 

“In hindsight, the original criteria were set too low, for a variety of reasons, but 

mostly because of a concern expressed by users of appraisal services that there 

would not be an ample supply of appraisers in the market. This allowed many 

minimally qualified appraisers to gain acceptance and government approval without 

meeting robust education, experience and testing requirements. Fortunately, this 

Board [the AQB] raised the bar when establishing the 2008 criteria, elevating 

the requirements to levels that we believe are more in line with those of a true 

profession. Overall, we believe this change will have a lasting, long-term 

positive impact for the appraisal profession.”  (Bold added for emphasis) 

 

More specific to the college degree requirement, in response to an October 19, 2010 

exposure draft where the AQB proposed the college degree requirement for appraisers, the 

Appraisal Institute supported the concept in a letter dated November 24, 2010: 

 

“Many colleges and universities offer real estate valuation degrees that appear to 

require education that is equal to or exceeds the education available from other 

AQB approved providers. Enabling students to earn a college degree from 

appropriate programs while also completing qualifying education helps bring 

the best and brightest of a new generation into the profession.”  (Bold added for 

emphasis) 

 

That same letter also included the overall comment: 

 
“The Appraisal Institute has reviewed the Exposure Draft and concluded that 

overall, the proposed changes will advance the appraisal profession and promote a 

higher level of public trust in appraisers. We commend the AQB for its work 

toward these ends.” 

 

2. Individuals without appraisal experience seeking to become a Certified Residential or 

Certified General appraiser are not required by the AQB to obtain a Trainee License.  

These individuals, subject to individual state requirements, may obtain allowable 

experience without affiliating with a supervising appraiser by performing appraisal 

assignments where a credential is not required. 

 

For individuals possessing a Trainee License, the AQB acknowledges the difficulty some 

have found in locating a suitable supervising appraiser.  To that end, the AQB has moved 

forward with its consideration of an alternative track to obtaining a credential.  On July 9, 

the AQB issued a concept paper designed to solicit feedback for viable alternatives to the 

current experience requirements found in the Criteria.  The AQB has been accepting 

written comments in response to the concept paper, and will be conducting a public hearing 

in Washington, DC on October 16, with panels of constituents offering testimony. 
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After the AQB reconciles the input received, the Board will proceed to determine the best 

course of action to address the issue. 

 

3. The AQB Criteria do not require individuals holding a Trainee License to obtain 

experience in any geographical area.  Subject to individual state requirements, a Trainee 

may be able to go to a different region (and potentially even a different state) to work under 

a supervising appraiser to gain the necessary experience to become a certified appraiser. 

 

In addition, as mentioned above, the AQB is examining alternative paths towards obtaining 

a credential. 

 

4. It is not part of the mission of TAF to “certify continuing education classes for the 

appraisal community.”  However, as a service to the appraisal community, TAF created the 

AQB Course Approval Program (CAP), which is a voluntary program intended to reduce 

the burden of education providers in getting courses approved in multiple states, and to 

assist states with limited resources in reviewing courses for acceptability.  It is important to 

note that the AQB Criteria do not mandate any courses to be approved through CAP. 

 

The Alliance for Valuation Education is not part of TAF.  It is a completely separate non-

profit organization with the goal of developing education that can be sold on a “wholesale” 

basis to schools, instructors, and other education providers at a low cost, resulting in more 

affordable education available to appraisers nationwide.  The Alliance for Valuation 

Education is not a course provider and does not conduct educational offerings. 

 

It is true that the Staff Executive for the Alliance for Valuation Education is also the 

Qualifications Administrator for the AQB.  This individual provides services to the 

Alliance for Valuation Education via a management contract, and her duties do not conflict 

with her AQB responsibilities in any way.  For courses submitted to CAP, she does not 

review courses but only assigns them to an independent reviewer (not on TAF staff) with 

the applicable content knowledge for the specific course. Further, in all Alliance for 

Valuation Education courses submitted to the program, she recuses herself from the entire 

review assignment process.  It’s worth noting that one course submitted by the Alliance for 

Valuation Education was not approved by CAP based on its initial submission, a further 

indication that no conflict exists. 

 

5. Because neither TAF nor the AQB are education providers, we do not collect information 

pertaining to the cost of appraiser continuing education.  The cost of appraisal courses and 

seminars is set by the marketplace, and may vary widely based on the education provider, 

course topic, length of course, etc. 

 

6. Neither TAF nor the AQB collect appraiser population or age data.  However, on the 

following pages it is our pleasure to provide the state-by-state and national number of 

active appraiser credentials reflected in the National Registry, housed by the Appraisal 

Subcommittee.  We are unable to provide information on the age of appraisers, as it is not 

reported by the Appraisal Subcommittee. 
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State or Territory Certified General Certified Residential Licensed Total 

ALABAMA 627 671 82 1380 

ALASKA 112 133 0 245 

ARIZONA 768 1141 185 2094 

ARKANSAS 394 379 54 827 

CALIFORNIA 3248 6081 1547 10876 

COLORADO 1066 1301 289 2656 

CONNECTICUT 523 799 0 1322 

DELAWARE 286 296 29 611 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 292 342 105 739 

FLORIDA 2230 4145 15 6390 

GEORGIA 1677 1469 375 3521 

GUAM 8 3 11 22 

HAWAII 230 325 27 582 

IDAHO 322 324 61 707 

ILLINOIS 1551 2503 0 4054 

INDIANA 864 1064 281 2209 

IOWA 607 506 0 1113 

KANSAS 493 449 119 1061 

KENTUCKY 631 775 15 1421 

LOUISIANA 544 750 0 1294 

MAINE 239 171 163 573 

MARIANA ISLANDS 10 0 2 12 

MARYLAND 807 1195 386 2388 

MASSACHUSETTS 674 1173 259 2106 

MICHIGAN 1101 1073 645 2819 

MINNESOTA 846 1022 164 2032 

MISSISSIPPI 571 448 102 1121 

MISSOURI 783 1223 82 2088 

MONTANA 183 145 37 365 

NEBRASKA 391 227 66 684 

NEVADA 417 481 100 998 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 314 383 78 775 

NEW JERSEY 1153 1266 449 2868 

NEW MEXICO 256 294 25 575 

NEW YORK 1662 2109 224 3995 

NORTH CAROLINA 1146 1836 74 3056 

NORTH DAKOTA 186 79 34 299 

OHIO 1044 1372 613 3029 

OKLAHOMA 439 456 82 977 

OREGON 587 681 207 1475 

PENNSYLVANIA 1300 1826 0 3126 
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PUERTO RICO 223 153 3 379 

RHODE ISLAND 173 238 45 456 

SOUTH CAROLINA 968 1019 171 2158 

SOUTH DAKOTA 207 96 51 354 

TENNESSEE 818 968 116 1902 

TEXAS 2435 2450 440 5325 

UTAH 412 676 154 1242 

VERMONT 132 137 29 298 

VIRGIN ISLANDS 17 9 1 27 

VIRGINIA 1171 1788 567 3526 

WASHINGTON 997 1531 135 2663 

WEST VIRGINIA 256 244 132 632 

WISCONSIN 748 998 262 2008 

WYOMING 206 133 0 339 

TOTAL 39345 51356 9093 99794 

 

7. The Appraisal Subcommittee’s National Registry does not provide data on the number of 

individuals who became licensed or certified in specific years. 

 

However, we can provide information on the number of individuals that passed the 

required licensure and certification examinations from 2010 through 2014.  It is important 

to note that some individuals passing examinations were not seeking an initial credential, 

but were actually upgrading from one credential level to another.  In addition, not every 

individual who passes an appraiser examination ultimately receives a credential (although 

the majority do).  Therefore, the following numbers are not an exact representation of the 

number of newly-credentialed appraisers: 

 

2010: 1,106 

2011: 944 

2012: 925 

2013: 909 

2014: 1,684 
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We hope you find this information helpful and are pleased to be a resource to you.  If you have 

further questions or need additional information, please feel free to contact us. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Wayne R. Miller 

Chair 

Appraiser Qualifications Board 

 

 

Cc: Appraisal Subcommittee 


